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 CHAPTER XIII
DISTRIBUTION SYSTKM
The circuit which the propulsion current for a car follows
extends from the feeder panel of the substation over the out-going
feeders and trolley to the car motors, thence through the rails
back to the substation switchboard or, in some cases, directly to
the negative terminal of the converter. The voltage at the sub-
station is maintained constant, usually at 550 or 600 volts. The
current flowing over the above circuit causes a drop of potential
in proportion to the resistance of the entire circuit in accordance
with Ohm's law. This fall of potential subtracted from the
substation potential determines the voltage nt the car. As the
latter voltage should be as high and as constant as possible if
good service is to be maintained, it follows that the resistance of.
the feeders and track return should be carefully proportioned.
The latter will be discussed in detail under the subject of "Bonds
and Bonding/' Chap. XVII, while this chapter will be devoted to
the study of the overhead trolley and feeder system.
On interurban roads and often in the city systems the trolley
is sectionalized by the introduction of circuit breakers in the
trolley wire which insulate one section from another. Cables
from either side of the breaker are carried to a pole switch by
means of which the sections may be connected together if neces-
sary. Each section is generally supplied with power from a
single substation through the agency of feeders paralleling the
trolley for a portion of its length. The trolley wire itself for
mechanical reasons is usually from No. 00 to No. OOOO3 B. & S.
gauge hard drawn copper, and is occasionally inn tailed double
with wires about 6 in. apart but electrically connected at every
hanger. Where the current required is considerable this prac-
tice is very commendable, for the second trolley replaces an equal
amount of copper which would otherwise he installed in the
insulated feeder and, what is of greater consequence, it eliminates
all overhead switches and frogs in the trolley wire at sidings, the
wires being spread as the tracks are separated, the car trolley
1 For standards and specifications see 1914 manual A. E. R. A.
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